AirSep excels as the leading supplier of PSA oxygen systems — worldwide — offering the most cost-effective, most efficient, and safest oxygen sources for today’s diverse oxygen applications. AirSep can package any of the Alpha-Series Standard Generators with a multitude of options and accessories to provide a turnkey solution for just about any oxygen need. AirSep also has several pre-configured Packaged Systems, which are designed to match the most common applications.

Model AS-A — AS-L Standard Generator Typical Layout with Optional Cylinder Backup

*This component may or may not be required depending on the ambient site conditions. Contact Factory for air compressor equipment selection assistance.
Model AS-A – AS-E Generator 60 Gallon Receiver

Model AS-G and AS-J Generator 120 Gallon Receiver

Model AS-K – AS-L (flows up to 1,199 SCFH) Generator 290 Gallon Receiver

Model AS-L (flows above 1,199 SCFH) Generator 400 Gallon Receiver

Note: All dimensions are nominal.